Superlative sound reproduction comes together in a truly wireless headset designed to elevate the act of traveling.

The Harman Kardon Soho Wireless features a lightweight, portable design eschewing quality and the best possible wireless sound available in a style-conscious, yet practical, package. The refined sound realized by its 30mm drivers and high performance neo-transducers delivers on the promise of Harman Kardon sound leadership while its smart, sophisticated look is born of superb craftsmanship with an eye for detail.

Bluetooth® technology and NFC allow for maximum pairing from a wide spectrum of devices together with the freedom of wireless performance. Add to this the ingenuity of touch-sensitive controls on the ear-cup for simplified access and complete convenience. Powerful, precise and stylish, Harman Kardon Soho Wireless headphones allow you to bring refined sound with you.
Bluetooth®-enabled connectivity with NFC provides 100% independence, device compatibility and freedom of movement.

Today’s wireless information sharing is streamlined and simplified with Bluetooth®-enabled connectivity, together with NFC and aptX and AAC coding for lossless data exchange and access to multiple devices. A handy bypass cable allows you to stay connected to your sound should your battery power drop, while an included USB cable allows you to charge as required.

Ear-cup-mounted sensors for easy-access, touch-sensitive control.

Instant access to remote functions are as close as your ear-cup controls, which operate by mere touch – the ultimate in simplified control and total convenience.

30mm drivers and neo-transducers deliver refined sound quality across all frequencies.

Trust Harman Kardon to provide exceptional acoustic definition and refinement to match its accelerated sense of style and function.

Sleek, head-turning design incorporates a premium, stitched leather, stainless steel body and sliders.

Using only the finest in craftsmanship and the ultimate in materials, these headphones do more than dress up your levels of sound quality and device access – they make you look as good as you feel.

Unique fold-flat function enables headphones to fit in their ultra-slim pouch for secure portability.

Even your on-the-go lifestyle has to come to rest sometime – and Soho Wireless headphones fold flat to fit into their handy carrying pouch for security and safe transport.

What’s included
- 1 Harman Kardon Soho Wireless headset
- 1 slim-line carrying pouch
- 1.2m bypass cable
- 1m USB charging cable

Specifications
- Type: Premium, on-ear, headset with Bluetooth® connectivity
- Frequency response: 20Hz~20kHz
- Impedance: 32ohms
- Max input power: 30mW
- Sensitivity: 100dB@1kHz/1mW